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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, I examine the impact of morphological features on semantic
role labeling (SRL) in Modern Standard Arabic. This study provides the first
rigorous examination of the effect of individual morphological attributes on
the automatic classification of predicate-argument roles in Arabic. I obtain
a classification accuracy comparable to the best-published previous results
using fewer features and a linear kernel SVM. This provides evidence that
there is a strong morpho-semantic interaction in Arabic and that careful,
language-dependent feature engineering may provide substantial improve-
ments to morphologically rich languages.
I demonstrate that the incorporation of rich-morphological features sub-
stantially outperform the established lexico-syntactic featuresets of standard
SRL systems. A principled feature selection algorithm for SRL is also in-
troduced that significantly decreases generalization error, leading to state-
of-the-art argument role classification results.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a shallow semantic representation that an-
notates the arguments of (typically) verbal predicates for abstract actions
or relationships present in the text, invariant of syntactic structure. Some
examples are given below.
• [PLAYER Einas] played [GAME soccer] [ARGM-MANNER superbly].
• [SUBJECT The Arabic language] is spoken by [TALKER nearly 300 million
worldwide.]
• Does [ENTITY IN ACCORDthis orientation] agree [IN ACCORD WITH with the values
that are proclaimed by America]: freedom, democracy, and human
rights?
In the first sentence, “play” is the predicate of interest, describing a par-
ticular event that took place. The labels PLAYER and GAME Are ascribed to
the two central participants of the event, “Einas” and “soccer”, respectively1.
A third ancillary argument, “superbly”, describing how the event occured, is
specified with a modifier label ARGM-MANNER.
SRL is often touted as a useful component in natural language process-
ing pipelines. Various approaches have exploited SRL in support of diverse
applications ranging from coreference resolution [1] and high-level question-
answering systems [2] to information extraction [3] and machine transla-
tion [4].
Much of the work in SRL over the past decade has focused on domain-
independent labeling of roles. Different rolesets vary according to frame
1In the Arabic PropBank, the focus of this work, these labels are specified in predicate
specific framefiles, where the more general task is to predict numbered labels ARG0 and
ARG1 for the aforementioned PLAYER and GAME roles.
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granularity. The PropBank roles (this work’s focus) are tagged in a theory-
agnostic manner, with each predicate having roles annotated with placeholder
arguments such as ARG1, which are further specified according to the partic-
ular frame in question.
Research in SRL is largely statistically-based, with state-of-the-art sys-
tems reporting F -scores in the 70’s and 80’s depending on the corpus ( [5];
[6]; [7]), for the global task. The highest-performing systems primarily report
results using English data. Xue and Palmer [8] and Diab et. al [9] adapt
these techniques for Chinese and Arabic respectively2. Non-English SRL has
gained more traction in recent years due to the introduction of annotated
data in other languages, and additionally fostered through shared tasks at
CoNLL (CoNNL-X [10] and previously SensEval 2007 [11]).
Studies of semantic role labeling for Arabic3 have been few and far be-
tween, primarily due to a deficiency in the availability of annotated resources.
This dearth of resources has been improving steadily with the establishment
of the Arabic PropBank ( [12], [13]) and most recently the introduction of
PropBank annotations for Quranic Arabic [14].
Previous analyses of SRL for Arabic have demonstrated the applicabil-
ity of conventional language-independent lexico-syntactic featuresets [15] and
have successfully adapted argument spanning trees and tree kernels [16] to
incorporate various morphological features unique to Arabic [9]. These ex-
plorations have been fruitful, but lacking in a sufficiently deep study of the
interaction between Arabic’s rich morphology and semantics. In particular, it
is unclear which aspects of the morphology significantly impact classification
performance. My contributions are that,
• I examine this in-depth and propose a novel set of morpho-syntactic
features that demonstrably improve system accuracy.
• In addition, I argue that the naive use of morphological features induces
a significant generalization error and show that a simple greedy feature-
selection algorithm can substantially reduce this, leading to the best-
reported performance on semantic role labeling for Arabic.
2The scarcity of labeled data is largest amongst Arabic dialects. This will critically
impact studies of Arabic in the future.
3Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic, MSA, will be used interchangeably throughout
this text.
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In the proceeding chapter, I introduce and describe linguistic aspects of
Arabic germaine to our study. Following this, I delve deeper into Seman-
tic Role Labeling, formally introducing the task and presenting the dataset
and annotations used in this work. Chapter 4 provides a description of the
novel features introduced as well as the model used. After this, I detail
my overall experimental setup and methodology. This chapter also includes
three sections presenting empirical studies critically examining the potency
of previous works’ morphological features, the impact of the author’s novel
features, and the relative import of lexical and morphological features. The
seventh chapter discusses overall system performance and conclusions are
drawn. Finally, I discuss our conclusions and speculate on future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
ARABIC LANGUAGE OVERVIEW
In this chapter, I present various linguistic facts about Modern Standard
Arabic, or MSA, and discuss their potential impact on semantic role labeling.
2.1 Orthography
The Arabic alphabet is a right-to-left, cursive, and non-capitalized script.
While principally composed of consonantal characters, Arabic’s short vowels
are optionally specified using zero-width diacritics. In the vast majority of
text, these short vowels are left unmarked (nearly 98.4% of news-wire text is
“unvocalized” in this manner [17]). For example, sabah. a
iJ.  “he swam”
and sabbah. a
iJ.  “he praised” may be written identically as sbh. iJ.  ,
leading to a potential ambiguity between interpretations. For this work,
unless otherwise specified, all features are derived from unvocalized word
forms.
2.2 Derivational Morphology
Arabic is a root-template language. Novel lexemes are created by inserting
root radicals (al-jidhr P 	Ym.Ì'@) into a fixed set of patterns (al-a¯wza¯n 	à@ 	PðB@)1.
Taking the root d-r-s  P X , one may form the word mudarris  P Y Ó
“teacher” by replacing the place-holder radicals in the template mu1a22i3
1The process was wryly captured by Nizar Habash in the equation, lexememeaning ≈
root + template.
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( É ª 	® Ó)2. The same replacement strategy may be used with the template
1a2a3a to derive the verb darasa PX “he studies”.
While Arabic roots convey general core semantic concepts, it is interesting
to note that some templates also correlate with general semantic notions for
certain classes of verbs. In our previous example, the template of the form
1a22a3 indicates causation. The verb darrasa  PX “he taught” is the
causative counterpart to the verb darasa PX “to study”. It is also a
commonly-held belief that valency is determined by template morphology.
2.3 Inflectional Morphology
Arabic also exhibits an extremely rich and nuanced system for inflecting both
nouns and verbs. Nominals inflect for gender, number, definiteness, gram-
matical case, and possession. Verbals specify aspect, tense, mood, person,
number, gender, and voice. Inflectional features are evinced by concatenative
affixes as well as zero-width diacritics. For instance, active voice and passive
voice are distinguished only by the short vowel damma in the verbs kutiba
I. J

» “it was written” and kataba I.
J

» “he wrote” .
2.4 Syntax
Arabic is a pro-drop language that exhibits relatively free word order with
the two dominant forms being subject-verb-object (SV) and verb-subject-
object (VSO)3. Diab et al. [9] cite Maamouri et al. [18], stating that 35% of
2Arabic specifies the verb fa‘ala É ª 	¯ as the canonical place-holder when discussing
templates.
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Arabic TreeBank is composed of pro-drop verbals.
Compound nominals in Arabic are created via the id. a¯fah constructioné 	¯ A 	@ . A series of indefinite nouns may be chained together, terminating
with a definite noun. In formal Arabic, the id. a¯fah relationship requires the
second argument of the construct to take the genitive case. The study of
semantic relation classification between Arabic nominals is a ripe area for
future analysis.
Arabic may also be described as an agglutinative language. Clitic prepo-
sitions, articles, the future marker, and possessive markers merge with their
neighboring words. This aspect will have relatively little impact on my work
as I use gold standard parsers with tokenized clitics.
2.5 Morpho-syntactic Relations
Agreement constraints hold between nouns and adjectives along multiple
dimensions: definiteness, number, and gender. Verbs and their subjects also
exhibit similar restrictions along gender and number lines. There are caveats
to verb-subject agreement. In VSO constructions, only gender must agree,
while the verb takes the singular form regardless of the subsequent subject.
Also, Arabic differentiates between rational and irrational actors. The plural
form of inanimate nominals takes the singular feminine in agreement.
In addition, case plays an important role in Arabic syntactic agreement
relations. Nominal-adjective constructions require agreement on case (as well
as the previously mentioned gender, number, etc.). There are three cases in
MSA: nominative, accusative, and genitive (respectively; al-marfw‘ ¨ñ 	¯QÖÏ @,
al-mans.wb H. ñ	JÖÏ @, and al-majrwr PðQj. ÖÏ @). Words take the nominative form
if they are subjects of verbal sentences, subjects and predicates of nominal
sentences, and some adverbs regardless of their use. The accusative marks
the object of transitive verbs, as well as modifiers for expressions of time,
3Whether Arabic is a VSO or SVO language is still the subject of debate. Dialects
typically show less variation.
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place, manner, or purpose. The genitive, indicates objects of prepositions as
well as the object of locatives, and the second terms in id. a¯fah constructs.
There are a variety of exceptions to these standard case rules for three
special classes of verbs. These exceptions bring about case shifts to the
accusative in a variety of instances. The three verb families that instigate
such changes are ka¯na wa-akhawa¯tuha¯ AîE@ñ 	k@ð 	àA¿, inna wa-akhawa¯tuha¯ 	à@
A îE@ñ 	k@ð , and z.anna wa-akhawa¯tuha¯ A îE@ñ 	k@ð 	á 	£ 4. For example, in the
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sentence, “the man is a doctor,” “doctor” is shifted into the accusative with
the introduction of s. a¯ra PA “became”.
↩al-rajulu t.abybun.
. I. 
J. £

É g. QË

@
s. a¯ra ↩al-rajulu t.abyban.
. AJ. 
J. £

É g. QË

@ PA 
The interdependence of case and predicate motivates one of our novel
features, which will be discussed in chapter 4. The subject of case in Arabic
is vast. For readers interested in a more thorough analysis, Habash et al.
provide an engaging overview from a computational perspective [19].
4These are particularly tricky instances to translate. Lit. “kAna and her sisters”.
Furthermore, this list is incomplete–for example, ka¯da wa-akhawa¯tuha¯ AîE@ñ 	k@ð XA¿.
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CHAPTER 3
SEMANTIC ROLE LABELING OVERVIEW
3.1 Challenges for Semantic Role Labeling in MSA
As discussed, nearly all written Arabic is “unvocalized”. This increase in
lexical ambiguity may lead to a degradation in classification performance for
systems relying on lexical features. As lexical features such as first word,
last word, and predicate are the norm in SRL featuresets, I expect the
task in Arabic to be substantially more challenging than its English counter-
part. This problem is immediately apparent in the passive-voice construction
in Arabic, which differs lexically only via diacritics.
Furthermore, syntactic ambiguity may cause problems for Arabic SRL
systems. Arabic is a pro-drop language with relatively free word order (the
two dominant forms being SVO and VSO). This syntactic variation may
potentially affect parsing
Diab et al. also identify the id. a¯fah construct as a potential source of issues
for argument segmentation. For the complete review of challenges for Arabic
SRL, the reader is encouraged to review Semeval’s 2007 task description [11].
3.2 Arabic PropBank Dataset
The dataset we will be working with is OntoNotes 4.01 [20]. OntoNotes is
composed of three genres of text, (written news wire, a` la the Wall Street
Journal; broadcast news; and broadcast conversation). It is a multi-lingual
corpus with annotations in Arabic, English, and Chinese (the Arabic portion
is composed of news-wire only). The raw text is augmented with annotations
at various levels of linguistic-detail and include word-sense specification, syn-
1http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/catalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2011T03
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tactic parses, morphological analyses, and argument structure.
The Arabic portion of the corpus contains 200K of newswire text culled
from An-Nahar2. Full syntactic and morphological analyses are supplied
by Arabic TreeBank. Predicate-argument annotations over these syntactic
labels are provided via the Arabic PropBank project. One of the principal
goals of PropBank is to provide a set of annotations to capture the regularity
of semantic arguments expressed over dissimilar syntactic realizations. For
instance,
[ARG0 She] shattered [ARG1 his heart].
[ARG1 His heart] was shattered.
In the above example, each argument to the predicate is labeled with
numbered arguments. While finer-grained roles for these numbered argu-
ments are defined for each predicate individually, in general the numbered
arguments correspond to broader semantic roles as defined in the PropBank
guidelines and shown in the table below.
ARG0 agent ARG3 starting point, benefactive, attribute
ARG1 patient ARG4 ending point
ARG2 instrument, benefactive, attribute ARGM modifier
Table 3.1: The above table lists the various arguments found in PropBank
along with their corresponding general semantic roles.
TMP temporal CAU cause
ADV adverbial EXT extent
LOC locative NEG negation
MNR manner DIS discourse
PRP purpose BNF beneficiary
Table 3.2: This table lists the secondary tags for all modifier arguments
specified by the initial ARGM label.
The ARGM label signifies modifier tags that are not central to the core
meaning of the predicate. Each ARGM label also contains a secondary func-
tional tag describing its particular role. Arabic PropBank only contains
annotations for ten of these tags and they are listed in table 3.2.
2http://www.annahar.com/
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CHAPTER 4
TASK FORMULATION AND APPROACH
Semantic role labeling may be framed in a variety of manners, motivated
by the research objective. For my purposes, I will follow the formulation of
Diab et al. [9], treating this as a two-phase classification problem. The task
is then divided into two subcomponents: 1) argument identification and 2)
argument label assignment. In the argument identification stage, a binary
classifier is learned to discriminate between constituents that are arguments
to the predicate and those that are not. The positive examples are then
further classified into one of the numbered argument classes (ARG0-4, in our
data) or one of the adjunct ARGM tags.
Following the framework of previous work in Arabic SRL, I use gold stan-
dard morphological analyses and parse trees [9]. As my primary research
objective is investigating the influence of morphological features on semantic
role tagging, I ignore the argument identification stage and use only gold
standard constituents for both training and testing. This is justified as pre-
vious work has shown that morphological features have little discriminatory
power when using gold parse trees [9]. An interesting study might examine
their efficacy in dealing with noisy parses, but I defer this to future work.
It is also reasonable to work with gold morphological analyses as there are
robuts morphological taggers available for Arabic [21].
4.1 Data Description
The dataset used is Arabic PropBank as introduced in chapter 3. I divide
Arabic PropBank into three subcorpora and report performance on all splits.
8116 sentences are contained in the training set, with 811 and 1217 in the
testing and training sets, respectively. There are a total of 26338 propositions
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to classify, with a total of 62591 proposition/argument pairs1.
It is important to note that in their analysis of the Arabic SRL task at
SensEval2007, Diab et al. suggest that the test set used by participants
and reported on in subsequent publications is substantially easier for clas-
sification than the dev set. This is important to note, as I use a different
train/dev/test split than previously reported. Also, it must be mentioned
that my experiments are run on the updated, more comprehensive corpus.
While the magnitude remains nearly the same (a duplicate document was
removed) the newer version has a reduced tagset, no longer specifying split
constituents as separate arguments. Finally, I report results using the micro-
F1 measure2.
4.2 Features
Gildea and Jurafsky introduced the fundamental set of features that the vast
majority of subsequent systems have used [22]. I briefly outline these features
below, along with additions to the canonical set proposed by Xue and Palmer
[8] and Pradhan et al. [6]. I then argue that those proposed are inadequate
for Arabic, a language rich in syntactic variation. I further introduce a set
of novel morphological features particular to the Arabic language, that I
demonstrate lead to lower-generalization error.
4.3 Standard SRL Features
The standard set of SRL features was introduced more than a decade ago by
Gildea and Jurafsky in their seminal work on semantic role labeling [22] and
added on to by Pradhan et al. [6] and Xue and Palmer [8].
1. Phrase Type One of the most basic features is the syntactic cate-
gory of the argument constituent. This is meant to capture the phe-
nomenon that different roles are actualized via different syntactic cat-
egories. Arabic roles are most often realized as noun phrases (61.30%
1ICH arguments, a fraction of a percent of the total corpus, are ignored for this study.
2Note this implies P = R = F1.
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Feature Description
phrase type constituent phrase type; NP
predicate baseform of the predicate; laEib-a
path path from predicate to constituent; VB↑VP↓NP
undirected path undirected version of above feature; VB/VP/NP
partial path path to lowest-common-ancestor of pred and arg; VB↑VP
position position of argument w.r.t. the predicate
first and last word/POS first and last words and part-of-speech tags
verb sub-categorization production rule for predicate’s non-terminal
Table 4.1: The table lists standard SRL features and examples.
S
VP
VBPred
I. ªË
played
NPArg0
Q
 	ªË@ YËñË@
the young boy
NPArg1
ÐY®Ë@ èQ»
soccer
Figure 4.1: Example parse tree for the sentence “The young boy played
soccer.”
in the training data), followed by prepositional phrases (24.40%). The
value for this feature for ARG0 in figure 4.1 would be NP.
2. Predicate The “base form” of the predicate. Lexical dependencies
are thought to be an important part of frame semantics. In the above
example, this feature’s value would be laEib-a for both ARG0 and ARG1.
3. Path and variants The syntactic-representation dependent path from
predicate to argument constituent. It is designed to specify the relation
of argument and predicate contingent on sentence position. Xue and
Palmer [8] later argue that this is insufficient in discriminating between
NP sisters. Variants include the more general undirected version and
the “partial path”, linking the predicate to the lowest-common-ancestor
argument with the argument [6]. In the proceeding example, both
arguments would have the same path feature, VB↑VP↓NP. The fact
that sister NPs map to the same feature is discussed extensively in [8].
4. Position A binary feature indicating the constituent’s position rela-
tive to the predicate. This was originally introduced to mitigate parse
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Feature Description
definiteness applies to nominals, values are {definite, indefinite, N/A}
case applies to nominals, values include {genitive, accusative, nominative}
number applies to verbals and nominals, values include {singular, dual, plural}
mood applies to verbs, values include { indicative, subjunctive, jussive }
person applies to verbs, values include { first, second, third }
lemma lemmatized version of word
gloss English gloss of word with case and definiteness info.
vocalized word diacritized word instance
unvocalized word unvowelized word instance
Table 4.2: This table lists all the morphological features discussed by Diab et
al. [9]. Observe that some of these features are subsumed under the standard
features such as unvocalized word. Previous researchers augmented each
node in the parse tree with such features, my work differs in that I only
consider their impact on the headword and predicate in question.
errors. Again, both features map to the same value, after.
5. First & last word/POS The (unvowelized) word token and corre-
sponding part-of-speech tag3.
6. Verb subcategorization The predicate’s production rule is used to
discriminate between transitive and intransitive verb usage. For both
arguments, this would be VP→NP NP.
4.4 Morphological Features
As detailed in chapter 2, MSA exhibits relatively free word order. In Arabic
TreeBank a roughly equal split of VSO and SVO occur. Due to this variation,
it would be reasonable to suspect that traditional syntactic features such
as the path linking predicate and constituent to be nosier than languages
with relatively fixed subject-verb-order. MSA reduces the ambiguity arising
from this phenomenon via a complex system of declensions. I introduce
basic morphological features deriving from these facts in this section. For all
following features, I consider their value as applicable to both the predicate
and argument head word.
1. Definiteness Definiteness only applies to nominal arguments and is
definite for both arguments in the previous example. To be clear,
3I experimented with both morphologically-enriched POS tags and a reduced set. Per-
formance using the sparser, more complex enriched set only slightly diminished perfor-
mance indicating that most of the strength of this feature stems from functional words
that are tagset invariant.
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although the headword kurah
èQ» “ball” appears to lack the definite
marker al È@, it is part of a more complex definite complex noun and
receives the definite annotation of the full phrase.
2. Case As discussed previously, Arabic’s rich system of nominal declen-
sions may help to indicate grammatical function in simple clauses. ARG0
in the example would be marked nominative while ARG1 would receive
the accusative.
3. Number As Arabic exhibits syntactic agreement relations for number
between verb and subject, this feature applies to both predicate and
headwords. For ARG0 this value is singular.
4. Mood Verbal predicates may signal for three moods indicative, jussive,
or subjunctive. Since the predicate in our example is in the perfect
tense, its mood is undefined. An example of a verb in the subjunctive
might be ’adhaba I.
ë 	X

@ in the sentence ’urydu ’an ’adhaba ily al-bayti
I 
J. Ë @ úÍ@
I.
ë 	X

@ 	à

@ YK
P

@.
5. Person This feature refers to the person of the verbal predicate. In
the example sentence, this would be 3 for both arguments.
6. Lemma The dictionary entry form of the verb (typically, the third
person singular) is used as a feature for both headword and predicate.
ARG0 would be laEaba4and walad. Experiments using the unvocalized
lemma forms did not improve results.
7. Gloss The English gloss of the word along with English annotations
of definiteness and case for both headword and predicate. ARG0 has
the+boy+defin and play+3pers.
4I am using the Buckwalter transliteration scheme here, as per the Arabic PropBank
encoding.
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8. Vocalized and unvocalized word forms These features apply to
both headword and predicate. The vocalized form contains all short
vowels, potentially relieving ambiguity between voice and case. ARG0
in the example instance would take on wld and walad.
4.5 Extended Morphological Features
An extremely interesting and natural question arises after the initial intro-
duction of the basic morpho-syntactic features introduced in the previous
section. Are these exhaustive, or can more complex features be synthesized?
Below I propose a set of novel morphology-derived, linguistically-motivated
features for Arabic SRL.
1. Predicate template As previously discussed in chapter 2, Arabic
is a productive language, deriving nominal and verbal forms via the
insertion of basic root members into a finite set of templates. Templates
are semantically constrained. For example, fa¯‘il É « A
	¯ 5 encodes the
meaning “doer-of-the-concept”; so la¯‘ib I. « B “player” is formed via
the composition of the root l-‘a-b H. ¨ È , meaning “to play”, and
the template 1A2i3. This template, intrinsically encodes rationality–a
noun created in this manner will often have mental capacity.
I hypothesize, that the semantic constraints associated with these con-
cepts will improve classification accuracy. Both arguments in the ex-
ample would have 1a2a3a for the predicate-template.
2. Template conjunction This feature is meant to leverage the semantic
information encoded by verbal and nominal templates. As previously
discussed, various verbal templates often encode semantic information
such as causative or reflexive notions. Similarly, nominal templates
such as 1A2il fa¯‘il É«A 	¯ encode information such as the “doer” of an
5Arabic templates are written using the placeholder root f-‘a-l È ¨ 	¬; fa¯‘il É « A
	¯
corresponds to placing each root radical in the corresponding numbered position 1A2i3.
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action or “the place an action occurs”. These templates therefore con-
strain potential semantic role assignments to those that events that link
agents with locations. For features, I use the conjunction of predicate
template and argument head template as a predicate.
The value for this temppred tempheadword feature for ARG0 in the ex-
ample is 1a2a3a 1a2a3o.
3. Case chains and predicate case The case system of Arabic is ex-
traordinarily complex. Typically, case signals the subject and object
in verbal sentences. Standard case rules vary in MSA according to
verbal predicates. Verbs of subjectivity, perception, and state-change
(z.anna wa-akhawa¯tuha¯ AîE@ñ 	k@ð 	á 	£) induce a case change from nomi-
native to accusative in subjects. For example,
la¯ z.anna da¯wdu ’l-kita¯bata sahlatan é

ÊîD éK. A
Jº

Ë

@ X ð@ X 	á 	£ B

The verb z.anna
	á 	£ “believed” puts its following clause in the accusative
case.
I propose a feature conjoining predicate with headword definiteness
and case predicate casehead. ARG1 would take on the value laE-
aba defACC.
I also, posit another similar feature, concatenating the definiteness and
case features of each applicable word in the predicate to be classified.
ARG0 yields the value def NOM/def NOM.
Two other versions of this feature are also experimented with, an
indefinite-case-chain version, stripping the determiner information
and version of the original feature restricted to three words, case-
chain3.
4. Template chain Similar to the case-chain feature, and drawing on
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with the hypothesis of template-constrained semantics, a feature chain-
ing the templates of the arguments is proposed. Also, an unvowelized
version of this feature shows promise and is included in the experiments.
ARG0’s template-chain feature takes the value of 1a2a3o/1a2ee3.
The template-chain-unvoc takes the value 123/12ee3 for the same.
5. Argument length Arabic PropBank arguments are significantly longer
than their English PropBank counterparts. I consider the length of ar-
guments (in words) as a feature. For both arguments, arg-len’s value
would be 2.
6. Predicate root I treat the root (dictionary heading) of the predicate
as a feature. For both arguments in the example, root would be lEb.
7. Other features I experimented with a variety of other features in-
cluding predicate-aspect, an indefinite version of the case-chain
feature, and an unvocalized version of template-chain. While more
general, neither of these improved classification scores on my develop-
ment set so I disregard them in my final analysis.
4.6 Model
All experiments are performed with a hinge-loss linear SVM fitted with
stochastic gradient descent, using a one-vs-all multi-class strategy. The stan-
dard L2-penalty is used with α = 0.0001. As this is principally a feature
study, the classifier choice is motivated by concerns of speed over complexity.
The features proposed should be largely independent of classifier choice.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS
The impact of morphological features on SRL is examined from three per-
spectives in the following three sections. First, the effect of simple mor-
phological features (derived from the argument’s head word and the verbal
predicate) on classification accuracy is measured. I find that morphological
features substantially improve over the standard, lexico-syntactic features.
Secondly, I explore the hypothesis that more complex morphological features
can further improve classification performance. I find evidence that these
more complex features lead to a lower generalization error with a reduced
featureset while maintaining accuracy. Following this, a comparison of lex-
ical and inflectional features is presented. I determine that lexical features
affect performance the most. Finally, I analyze overall system performance
and discuss the effectiveness of my classifier on individual classes.
5.1 On Tree Kernels and Morphological Features
In this section I explore incorporating morphological features in traditional
feature-attribute vectors. Previous work showed tree kernels to be effective in
exploiting Arabic’s rich morphology to improve SRL performance [9]. While
potent, it is unclear to what extent which individual morphological features
contributed to the success of their classifier.
5.1.1 Setup
A naive attempt to incorporate morphology into existing systems would
simply take the argument’s headword’s1morphological attributes along with
those of the predicate. My first experiment implements this straightforward
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Feature F1train F1dev F1test
standard 83.33 81.58 81.28
stand+morph 90.17 84.13 84.38
stand+infl+vocword 86.64 83.33 82.97
stand+infl 83.17 81.40 81.39
case 83.19 81.32 81.41
definiteness 83.33 81.39 81.44
mood 83.41 81.41 81.53
number 83.60 81.74 81.88
gender 83.28 81.49 81.48
person 83.33 81.51 81.35
lemma 86.95 84.20 84.12
gloss 87.73 84.05 84.12
vocalized word 87.88 83.91 84.16
unvocalized word 87.58 84.00 83.81
Table 5.1: This table shows the impact on system accuracy of individual mor-
phological features. Lower case features refer to individual features added to
the standard featureset. All morphological features improve performance,
while lemma, gloss, and vocalized/unvocalized words make the largest indi-
vidual impressions. Using only inflectional features minutely improves per-
formance on the test set while decreasing development set performance.
heuristic, augmenting the traditional SRL feature vector with morphology.
5.1.2 Results
Table 5.1 contains the results of this experiment. The first row (standard)
evaluates my classifier using the standard set of features detailed in section
4.3. The row immediately below (stand+morph) reports performance us-
ing all morphological features and standard features simultaneously 4.4. My
results are consistent with previously reported results, with morphological
features showing a large improvement of nearly 2.5 points over the standard
baseline.
Each of the following rows contains the score using all standard features
in addition to the named feature. Lemma, gloss, and headword infor-
mation improve substantially over the baseline. I believe the slight discrep-
1For simplicity, I take the headword to be the first word of the argument; a more
rigorous approach might use a dependency parse formalism for this.
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ancy in performance between vocalized and unvocalized features can
be explained by the additional case and voice information marked by the
diacritics. The English gloss likely performs well as it is the analog of the
vocalized word (replete with case and definiteness annotations). The com-
parable performance of a simple linear SVM to the state-of-the-art in Arabic
SRL, suggests that morphological information is more central to building
accurate systems than is the basic model.
However, a reasonable objection may be raised to the above grouping of
features as strictly morphological features. Surely, the gloss, unvocalized
word, and lemma features are language independent. Removing these de-
creases all metrics relative to the stand+morph featureset, resulting in a
lower F -score of 83.33 on the development set and 82.97 on the test set. If all
lexical features are removed (eliminating vocalized word in addition to
the above deletions), accuracy, surprisingly, decreases on the development set
compared to the standard baseline. Moreover, the inclusion of inflectional
features offers only marginal improvements over the standard baseline on
the test set! This outcome must give one pause when asserting categorically
that morphological features improve over a lexico-syntactic baseline. From
these results, I conclude that number and case help the most as “pure”
morphological features.
5.2 Toward Novel Morphological Features
In this section I examine a variety of novel lexical and inflectional features
for Arabic SRL. I investigate if the previously introduced uncomplicated
morphological features are exhaustive or if one can define additional, more
complex features to further improve system performance.
5.2.1 Setup
To examine the contribution of individual features, a classifier is learned for
each proposed feature along with the standard featureset. The add-one
performance is then compared to all other features as well as the standard
set in isolation. All novel features are then used alongside the standard set
to provide a comparison of the proposed features to the state-of-the-art of
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Diab et al. [9].
Also presented for reference is the performance of all features simultane-
ously. This featureset includes previously proposed morphological features
(stand+morph) as well as my novel features (novel). The combined fea-
tureset is named all in the following discussions.
5.2.2 Results
Feature F1train F1dev F1test
standard 83.33 81.58 81.28
stand+morph 90.17 84.13 84.38
stand+novel 89.81 84.62 84.14
all 93.06 85.66 85.15
arg len 84.02 82.12 81.99
binary arg len 83.48 81.69 81.55
pred. root 84.14 82.04 81.55
case-chain(3) 84.33 82.15 82.56
indef-case-chain(3) 83.69 81.62 81.85
temp-chain 85.50 82.02 82.12
unvoc-temp-chain 85.14 81.86 81.92
pred defCase 86.64 83.33 82.97
pred. temp 83.63 81.79 81.70
temppred tempheadword 84.69 82.19 82.29
Table 5.2: This table shows the individual contributions of novel features
to system accuracy. As shown, the combination of all features marginally
improves system performance, but increases generalization error.
The results of my proposed features are laid-out in table 5.2. The first
two rows detail performance of the previously proposed featuresets. My
novel features with the standard language-independent featureset is displayed
in row three. My novel features in conjunction with all previous features
proposed are shown in the fourth row, labeled all.
Each novel feature proposed improves classification performance in isola-
tion. The features contributed by this paper in conjunction with the stan-
dard baseline are comparable to the previously published best results [9].
The previous featuresets are based on different morphological features than
those proposed here, but also supplement with the standard features.
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Figure 5.1: Plot of training and testing error (as measured by F -scores).
pred case and template-chain are novel.
However, these features are highly interdependent. The conjunction of
the newly-proposed features with the basic morphological features introduced
in the previous section, and the standard featureset only leads to a marginal
increase in system performance. One can also observe the higher generaliza-
tion error.
To ameliorate this, I perform a simple greedy forward selection of features.
I iteratively select the feature that most improves F1 on the development set.
This uncomplicated heuristic is presented visually in figure 5.1 and leads to
a state-of-the-art F -score of 86.20% (cf. 82.17%2of Diab et al. [9]). Two of
my newly proposed features, predicate case and template chain are
amongst those selected.
5.3 Lexical vs. Inflectional Features
A single question motivates this final set of experiments. Are lexical or
inflectional features more beneficial for role labeling?
2Again, I must remark that Diab et al. report their results on an earlier version of my
corpus. Also, 82.17 is their global F1, for both boundary detection and role classification.
Their role-classification only seems only reported via a graph, but it is appears around
82.5%.
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5.3.1 Setup
To answer this, I group all features into two classes:, lexical and inflec-
tional. Lexical features include information unique to Arabic such as
root and template, as well as lexical features independent of language
such as lemma. Inflectional features are those such as case and gen-
der. These two featuresets are added to the standard featureset, which
includes the typical SRL features used by almost all systems.
I follow a similar grouping to that of Marton et al. in the analysis of
the impact of morphological features for dependency parsing in Arabic [23].
The inflectional features abstract over morphological variations in words, al-
though a full treatment would account for “functional” gender and number.
Features included in the inflectional set include: gender, number, per-
son, aspect, voice, case, definiteness, case chain, and mood. The
lexical featureset contains members such as lemma, root, template,
template chain, and temppred tempheadword. Not included are those span-
ning multiple categories such as the predicate case feature or the gloss
features.
5.3.2 Results
The results of this experiment are shown in table 5.3. Each row contains the
micro-level performance of both featuresets. Lexical features clearly seem to
have a greater impact on accuracy, often improving both precision and recall
to yield a greater F -score. Inflectional features only best the lexical featureset
in three instances, DISCOURSE, EXTENT, and PURPOSE. These relations occur
infrequently in the corpus and have relatively little impact on the aggregate
system performance. I speculate that Arabic’s explicit case markings for
purpose and inna
	à@ clauses may partially account for this.
The largest absolute discrepancies between lexical and inflectional fea-
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standard+inflectional standard+lexical
Label Precision Recall Fβ=1 Precision Recall Fβ=1
ARG0 86.55 96.17 91.10 88.11 97.27 92.46
ARG1 84.63 82.18 83.39 89.29 82.47 85.74
ARG2 64.21 62.02 63.10 67.33 71.83 69.51
ARG3 66.67 4.55 8.51 64.29 20.45 31.03
ARG4 100.00 33.33 50.00 66.67 66.67 66.67
ARGM-ADV 68.50 64.68 66.54 72.91 68.03 70.38
ARGM-CAU 22.22 29.27 25.26 53.85 34.15 41.79
ARGM-DIS 80.00 80.00 80.00 66.67 80.00 72.73
ARGM-EXT 100.00 50.00 66.67 100.00 37.50 54.55
ARGM-LOC 70.62 66.49 68.49 73.81 82.45 77.89
ARGM-MNR 82.73 69.70 75.66 85.11 72.73 78.43
ARGM-NEG 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.33 25.00 28.57
ARGM-PRP 68.52 85.06 75.90 61.48 86.21 71.77
ARGM-TMP 97.07 92.46 94.71 97.65 93.02 95.28
Table 5.3: This table compares the micro-performance of the system varied
along lexical and inflectional features. Lexical features seem to have the
largest impact on system accuracy with an Fβ=1 of 84.03, compared to 81.28
of inflectional.
turesets occurs between ARG3, ARG4, ARGM-NEG, and ARGM-CAU. The stark
improvement in the labeling of core arguments for the lexical featureset
lends credence to the claim that template morphology influences valency.
The relatively large increase in the recall of ARG3 and ARG4 speaks to this.
Furthermore, the boost in the discrimination ability of the classifier on
causative arguments using lexical features increases the support of the asser-
tion previously made that causative information is encoded in verbal tem-
plates.
The F -score of negation classification was also enhanced. This is likely
due to the fact that while negation is marked with case, the signal is noisy.
However, a highly precise lexical feature is the appearance of any of Arabic’s
negation words. This feature is grouped into the lexical features bin.
Finally, as previously mentioned, this experiment excludes features that
span the boundary between lexical and inflectional features. predicate case
and gloss are examples of these feature categories. The results of section
5.2 hinted that these combinations might be particularly fruitful.
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CHAPTER 6
OVERALL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 present a concise overview of the performance of the best
featureset discovered in chapter 5.2. Table 6.1 shows the distribution of
semantic roles in my training set. There is a significant imbalance in classes,
with aggregate system performance determined predominantly by the most
prevalent roles.
The class-by-class precision, recall, and F -scores for my classifier are
shown in table 6.2. Each row catalogs the performance on a given role. The
final column in this table displays the relative improvement on each class
as compared to the previous state-of-the-art. Again, I caution the reader to
read this skeptically, as the dataset has changed since the previous publica-
tion and a fair comparison was difficult. With these qualifications, I note
that accuracy improves nearly across the board with notable exceptions in
the first two numbered arguments (ARG0 and ARG1) as well as ARGM-NEG. The
decrease in accuracy for the first two arguments may possibly be explained
away by the inclusion of previously split arguments (notoriously troublesome
for classification) into the numbered categories.
Label Freq. Label Freq.
ARG1 37.28 ARGM-PRP 1.60
ARG0 28.25 ARG3 0.81
ARG2 12.90 ARGM-CAU 0.75
ARGM-TMP 6.57 ARGM-EXT 0.15
ARGM-ADV 4.94 ARG4 0.11
ARGM-LOC 3.45 ARGM-DIS 0.09
ARGM-MNR 3.03 ARGM-NEG 0.07
Table 6.1: This table shows the distribution of semantic roles in my training
set. Note the heavy skew toward the core arguments (comprising more than
78% of the corpus.
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Precision Recall Fβ=1 % Improv.
ARG0 90.27 97.08 93.55 -3.15
ARG1 90.80 85.52 88.08 -2.49
ARG2 75.07 75.82 75.44 +2.62
ARG3 58.33 31.82 41.18 +14.51
ARG4 80.00 66.67 72.73 +72.73
ARGM-ADV 74.52 72.86 73.68 +9.43
ARGM-CAU 57.89 26.83 36.67 +20.00
ARGM-DIS 66.67 80.00 72.73 +72.73
ARGM-EXT 80.00 50.00 61.54 +61.54
ARGM-LOC 68.10 84.04 75.24 +3.67
ARGM-MNR 83.11 74.55 78.59 +27.16
ARGM-NEG 60.00 75.00 66.67 -21.70
ARGM-PRP 71.30 88.51 78.97 +3.97
ARGM-TMP 97.13 94.41 95.75 +5.70
Table 6.2: Precision, recall and F -score of individual arguments. ARM-BNF
is not listed as its score is undefined. Bold items denote improvements over
previously reported results.
The poor precision and recall of the system on ARGM-NEG is harder to ac-
count for. However, a deterministic pre-processing step might easily classify
these instances, as nearly all are spelled-out using a conjugation of Arabic’s
negation words (lam ÕË or la¯ B).
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CHAPTER 7
RELATED WORK
Automatic semantic role labeling The great majority of work in se-
mantic role labeling has been focused on English. The seminal study was
conducted by Gildea and Jurafsky [22] more than a decade ago, shortly af-
ter the inception of the FrameNet project [24]. FrameNet created a corpus
of annotated examples of semantic frames making semantic templates with
their role-labeled arguments.
Pradhan et al. [25] and Xue and Palmer [8] followed switfly after, laying
down foundational feature studies that argued for different sets of features
for the two subtasks of SRL, argument identification and role labeling. Given
the substantial structural differences between English and Arabic, a study of
this nature for Arabic might be fruitful.
A series of discussions on inference and re-ranking for SRL then appeared
discussing joint scoring of multiple arguments to ensure consistensy for a
given predicate. Koomen, Punyakanok, and Roth [5] and Haghigi et al. [7]
are good starting points for the inclined reader.
The direction du jour seems to be toward Bayesian unsupervised methods
for role induction [26] and explorations of alternative syntactic formalisms
for deriving structural features [10].
SRL for Arabic Directly comparable work to the author’s is quite
sparse. Relatively little attention has been paid to SRL for Arabic, in spite of
the release of Arabic PropBank [12] and a shared Semeval 2007 task [11].
Only one system participated in the shared task, CUNIT [15], which pro-
vided evidence demonstrating the feasibility of Arabic SRL using language-
agnostic feature sets typically employed in English SRL. In a 2008 follow-up
inquiry, Diab et al. showed that tree-kernel SVMs augmented with morpho-
logical annotations provided an improvement in system performance over
non-morphologically enriched tree-representations [9]. I critically examine
this study by providing a deeper feature analysis, and find indications that
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inflectional features may provide less benefit than previously asserted. My
work also differs in that I propose additional structural and complex mor-
phological features.
Arabic NLP Marton et al. also provide a relevant feature study con-
trasting lexical, inflectional, and functional features in Arabic for dependency
parsing [23]. Inspiration is drawn from their features, however, the tasks in
question are entirely different. The positive impact of such functional fea-
tures seems likely, and would fit appropriately in this study, but the corpus
is currently not readily available.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
I argued for the use of richer morphological features in semantic role labeling
in Modern Standard Arabic. In the course of this work, I put forth a novel set
of features that achieved state-of-the-art performance on the standard Arabic
SRL benchmark. Furthermore, I provided evidence that inflectional features
have a weaker effect on system performance than previously believed.
Much work is left in this nascent area. It remains to be seen in what
currently unknown manners morphology may be twisted to augment semantic
systems. Also, the generalization error of our current system is surprisingly
high. An interesting study might probe more deeply for an explanation as to
why and present some alternative feature selection methods for this specific
task.
I speculate that tree kernels, while useful, may be less important than
initially believed in Arabic SRL. Language-specific morpho-syntactic features
along with careful feature-selection procedures will likely play a key-role in
future developments.
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